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Introduction
Let S be an orientable genus-g surface with p punctures and b boundary components. We denote by M(S) the group of isotopy classes of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of S which permute the set of punctures and pointwise x the boundary components. Since the group M(S) only depends, up to isomorphism, on the genus g of S, the number p of punctures of S and the number b of boundary components of S, we denote M(S) by M g,p,b . We call M g,p,b the mapping class group of S.
Presentations for M g,p,b were obtained after a sequence of papers started by Hatcher and Thurston [ ] who introduced a method to obtain presentations for p = and b = , . Harer [ ] simpli ed Hatcher and Thurston's method to give the second homology groups of mapping class groups for g ≥ and p, b arbitrary. Wajnryb [ ] applied Hatcher and Thurston's method and Harer's simpli cation to obtain the rst presentations for arbitrary g and p = , b = , . Generators of these presentations are Dehn twists and most of the relations are either commutations, i.e., ab = ba or braid relations, i.e., aba = bab. Wajnryb [ ] gave an elementary and self-contained proof of the presentations. Matsumoto [ ] used Wajnryb's presentation [ ] to deduce other presentations as quotients of Artin groups for p = and b = , . For p = and b ≥ , Gervais [ ] used Wajnryb's presentation [ ] Benvenuti [ ] used a variation of the curve complex, called ordered curve complex, to obtain Gervais' presentations for M g,p,b from an inductive process. This inductive process starts with presentations of the sphere and the torus with "few" boundary components and/or punctures. Hirose [ ] uses the curve complex and induction on g and b to deduce Gervais' presentation. Both of these papers are independent of [ ].
The Auter space n De nition . . Let (Γ, v , ϕ) be a -tuple such that (i) Γ is a metric graph with total volume , (ii) Γ is nite, connected without separating edges, (iii) v is a distinguished vertex of Γ, (iv) every vertex of Γ but v has valence at least whereas v has valence at least , (v) ϕ : π (Γ, v ) → F n is an isomorphism called "marking". We say that (Γ , v , , ϕ ) is equivalent to (Γ , v , , ϕ ) if there exists an isometry h : Γ → Γ such that h(v , ) = v , and the isomorphism h * : π (Γ , v , ) → π (Γ , v , ) satis es ϕ = ϕ ∘ h * .
A point in n is an equivalence class of such -tuples (Γ, v , ϕ), and we call n Auter space.
The Auter space n was introduced by Hatcher and Vogtmann [ ] as an analogous for Aut(F n ) of Outer space. Often in the literature the marking is de ned as ϕ − : F n → π (Γ, v ). If Γ has k + edges, then (Γ, v , ϕ) de nes an open k-simplex of n denoted σ (Γ, v , ϕ) . We can obtain σ (Γ, v , ϕ) by varying the length of the edges of Γ. The k-simplex σ (Γ, v , ϕ) can be parametrized by ∆ k , the standard open k-simplex of ℝ k , as follows: (Γ s , v , ϕ) ∈ σ (Γ, v , ϕ) is the point of n such that the length of the edges of Γ s equal the barycentric coordinates of s ∈ ∆ k . It is important that ∆ k is open. Since a non-trivial isometry of Γ permutes same edges of Γ, such an isometry gives a non-trivial element of H (Γ). Hence, the above parametrization is a bijection.
Some faces of σ(Γ, v , ϕ) belong to n . If an edge of Γ is incident to two di erent vertices, then we can reduce the length of that edge to zero and increase the length of the other edges to obtain a new graph Γ ὔ with one edge less. We say that we have collapsed one edge of Γ. We have a quotient map Γ → Γ ὔ which de nes a point (Γ ὔ , v ὔ , ϕ ὔ ) of n . We say that σ(Γ ὔ , v ὔ , ϕ ὔ ) is a face of σ (Γ, v , ϕ) . Faces of σ(Γ ὔ , v ὔ , ϕ ὔ ) are faces of σ (Γ, v , ϕ) . We cannot collapse an edge which is incident to a unique vertex. Hence, some face of σ (Γ, v , ϕ) are missing. In particular, n is not a simplicial complex.
There exists a deformation retract, denoted S n , of n which is a simplicial complex. We can de ne S n as follows. For every simplex of n , there exists a vertex of S n . Two vertices of S n expand an edge if the simplex of n which de nes one of the two vertices of S n is a face of the simplex of n which de nes the other vertex of S n . Moreover, i + vertices of S n expand an i-simplex of S n if every pair of vertices expand an edge.
There exists a natural inclusion of S n into n by sending every vertex of S n to the barycenter of the corresponding simplex and every i-simplex of S n to the convex hull of the corresponding barycenters. This inclusion is a deformation retract, see [ ].
Collapsing an edge of Γ has an inverse process which splits a vertex of Γ into two new vertices and the two new vertices are joined by a new edge. Often in the literature splitting a vertex is called blowing up an edge. IfΓ is obtained from Γ by splitting a vertex, then we can identify, in a natural way, every edge of Γ with an edge ofΓ . Collapsing the only edge ofΓ which is not identi ed with an edge of Γ we obtain Γ. There exists a quotient mapΓ → Γ. IfΓ is obtained from Γ by splitting a vertex di erent from v , then the quotient mapΓ → Γ de nes a point (Γ ,ṽ ,φ) of n . IfΓ is obtained from Γ by splitting v , then the point (Γ ,ṽ ,φ) of n depends of the election, between the two possibilities of the new distinguished vertexṽ . The simplex σ (Γ, v , ϕ) is a face of σ(Γ ,ṽ ,φ).
We give a combinatorial de nition of the topological type of Γ, that is, Γ when we forget its metric. When we forget the metric of Γ, we can see (Γ, v , ϕ) as a vertex of S n , that is, the vertex of S n de ned by the simplex σ(Γ, v , ϕ) of n . We translate to our combinatorial de nition the processes of collapsing an edge and splitting a vertex. Our combinatorial de nition of the topological type of Γ is di erent from the de nition given in [ ].
De nition . . Let V(Γ) be the set of vertices of Γ, E(Γ) be the set of edges of Γ and E(Γ) = {e | e ∈ E(Γ)} be a set disjoint with E(Γ). We extend " " to an involution of E(Γ) ∪ E(Γ). We x an orientation of every edge of Γ. We say that e ∈ E(Γ) initiates at v ∈ V(Γ) and terminates at v ∈ V(Γ) if e is incident to v and v , and e is oriented from v to v . In this case, we say that e initiates at v and terminates at v .
Given v ∈ V(Γ), we de ne the following subset of
are closed under the involution " ". Hence, Condition (ii) of De nition . can be translated by saying that E(Γ) is nite and there exists no edge e ∈ E(Γ) with the above property. (vi) Condition (iv) of De nition . can be translated by saying that |v * | ≥ and |v * | ≥ for every v in
then we can collapse f and obtain the combinatorial graph
B} is a partition of v * such that both A and B have at least two elements. If there exists a ∈ A such that a ∉ A and there exists b ∈ B such that b ∉ B, then we can split the vertex v with respect to {A, B} and obtain the combinatorial graph
To split v we have to choose between v or v as the new distinguished vertexṽ . Since the distinguished vertex can have valence two, the subset of v * corresponding to the new distinguished vertex may have only one element.
The ordered Auter space ord g,p
Our motivation for de ning the ordered Auter space is that when a graph is embedded into an orientable surface, the link of every vertex of the graph which is mapped to an interior point of the surface gets a cyclic order, and the link of a vertex which is mapped to a boundary point of the surface gets a linear order. When we want to collapse an edge or to split a vertex we have to do it respecting the orders of the links. Penner [ , ] and others have considered spaces de ned from fat graphs on which mapping class groups act. ( . )
For i ̸ = , since ord(v * i ) is cyclically ordered, subindices of ord(v * i ) are modulo r i We consider the following element of π (Γ, v ) and the following conjugacy classes of π (Γ, v ):
where a = e , a l = e r , for every ≤ i ≤ p, ≤ j ≤ l i , the subsequence (a i j , a i j+ ) appears in ( . ) and every element of E(Γ) ∪ E(Γ) appears exactly once in ( . ).
We denote g = n − p and we denote by w (Γ, v , ord) Remark . . For every v ∈ V(Γ), ord(v * ) is completely determined by w(Γ, v , ord).
The following de nitions are based on Lemma . and Lemma . , respectively.
De nition . . Let (Γ, v , ord) be a fat graph and f ∈ E(Γ). With the notation of De nition . , suppose that f = e i k , f = e j k , where i ̸ = j and ≤ k ≤ r i , ≤ k ≤ r j . We may assume that j ̸ = .
Since i ̸ = j, f is not a loop and by Lemma . , we can collapse f . We de ne Example . . Let (Γ, v , ord) be as in Example . . If we collapse e , then we obtain
De nition . . Let (Γ, v , ord) be a fat graph and v ∈ V(Γ) and {A, B} be a partition of v * . Suppose that ord(v * ) = (e , e , . . . , e r ) and A = (e k , e k + , . . . , e k ), where ≤ k < k ≤ r and B ̸ = .
If v ̸ = v and B has two or more elements, then by Lemma . we can split the vertex v with respect to {A, B}. We de ne (Γ ,ṽ ,õrd), where (Γ ,ṽ ) is given by Lemma . ,õrd(ṽ * ) = ord(ṽ * ) for allṽ ̸ = v and ord(v * ) = (f, e k , e k + , . . . , e k ), ord(v * ) = (e , e , . . . , e k − , f , e k + , e k + , . . . , e r ).
Lemma . . With the above notation, if w(Γ, v , ord) has p conjugacy classes, then w(Γ ,ṽ ,õrd) has p conjugacy classes.
Proof. Letp be the number of conjugacy classes of w(Γ ,ṽ ,õrd). If we collapse f of (Γ ,ṽ ,õrd), we obtain (Γ, v , ord). By Lemma . ,p = p. Lemma . . Let (Γ, v , ord) be a fat graph. With the notation of De nition . , g = (n − p)/ is a non-negative integer. If we delete an edge of Γ, then we obtain a fat graph with either p + conjugacy classes or p − conjugacy classes.
Proof. For n = , we have p = and n − p = is non-negative and even. We proceed by induction on n.
By De nition . , we can collapse a maximal subtree of (Γ, v , ord). Hence, we can suppose that V(Γ) = {v }. Let ord(v * ) = (e , e , . . . , e n ) and w(Γ, v , ord) = {w , [w ], [w ], . . . , [w p ]}. Let ≤ i ≤ n be the index such that e i = e . Then, w = e u is in reduced form for some u ∈ F g,p, . Let (Γ ὔ , v ὔ , ord ὔ ) be obtained from (Γ, v , ord) by deleting the edges e , e i . We have ord ὔ (v ὔ ) = (e , e , . . . , e i− , e i+ , e i+ , . . . , e n ). We put n ὔ = n − the rank of π (Γ ὔ , v ὔ ) and p ὔ the number of conjugacy classes of w(Γ ὔ , v ὔ , ord ὔ ). By the induction hypothesis n ὔ − p ὔ is non-negative and even.
There are two cases: either e i = e appears in the cyclically reduced form of w , or not. If w = e e i+ u e i− e i e û is cyclically reduced, then
Hence, p ὔ = p + and n − p = (n ὔ + ) − (p ὔ − ) = n ὔ − p ὔ + is non-negative and even. If there exists ≤ k ≤ p such that w = e e i+ u and [w k ] = [e i e u k ], then
Hence, p ὔ = p − and n − p = (n ὔ + ) − (p ὔ + ) = n ὔ − p ὔ is non-negative and even.
In general, if we delete e j and e j , then either p ὔ = p − if e j and e j appear in the same (cyclic) word, or p ὔ = p + if e j and e j appear in di erent (cyclic) words.
De nition . . Let (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) be a -tuple such that (Γ, v , ϕ) satis es the conditions in De nition . and let (Γ, v , ord) be a fat graph such that w(Γ, v , ord) has p conjugacy classes. Recall that g = (n − p)/ .
We de ne ord g,p as the space of equivalence classes of such -tuples (Γ, v , ord, ϕ) where the isomor-
The equivalence relation is given as follows: two -tuples (Γ , v , , ord , ϕ ) and (Γ , v , , ord , ϕ ) represent the same point of ord g,p if there exists an isometry h : Γ → Γ such that h(v , ) = v , , the isomorphism h * : π (Γ , v , ) → π (Γ , v , ) satis es ϕ = ϕ ∘ h * , and h : Γ → Γ preserves the orders, that is, ord (v * ) = (e , e , . . . , e r ) implies ord (h(v) * ) = (h(e ), h(e ), . . . , h(e r )) for every v ∈ V(Γ ).
We call ord g,p ordered Auter space.
Remark . . As for the Auter space, a point (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) of ord g,p de nes an open simplex σ(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) of dimension k, where k + is the number of edges of Γ. Faces of σ (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) are obtained by collapsing edges of Γ. On the other hand, σ(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) is a face of simplices obtained by splitting vertices of Γ.
Recall that n = g + p. There exists a natural map ord g,p → n which "forgets" the ordering, that is,
By the preceding paragraph, this map is continuous. Recall that ord is completely determined by w (Γ, v , ord) 
Thus, the natural map ord g,p → n is injective. We have the following lemma.
Remark . . From a topological point of view, the di erence between n and ord g,p is the following. Given a simplex σ(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) of ord g,p and its image σ(Γ, v , ϕ) under ord g,p → n , the set of faces of σ (Γ, v , ϕ) and σ(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) are in bijection by ord g,p → n . This is due to the fact that an edge of Γ can be collapsed respecting the order if and only if it is not a loop, the same condition to collapse an edge of Γ if we forget the order. On the other hand, σ(Γ, v , ϕ) may be a face of simplices in n which do not have anti-image under ord g,p → n . This is due to the fact that splitting a vertex of Γ and respecting the order imposes a condition on the partition {A, B} (either A or B has to be a convex subset with respect to the order). This condition disappears when we forget the order. If we lose that condition, then n is not a manifold.
A graph satisfying De nition . can have at most n − edges. Thus, the dimension of n is n − . Since n = g + p, ord g,p has dimension g + p − .
Lemma . . The ordered Auter space ord g,p is a ( g + p − )-dimensional manifold with boundary of dimension g + p − .
Proof. We have to prove that every point of ord g,p has a neighborhood homeomorphic to either
is open, it is clear that every point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to ℝ g+ p− . Notice that |v * |= for every v ∈ Γ, v ̸ = v and |v * |= . Also, Γ does not have loops. Collapsing an edge of Γ, we obtain
In the former case, let ord(v) = (e , e , e , e ). Then, v can be split at most twice: ord(v ) = (e , e , f ), ord(v ) = (f , e , e ), and ord(v ) = (e , f, e ), ord(v ) = (f , e , e ) with the condition that f, f is not a separating edge. One of these possibilities gives (Γ, v , ϕ, ord). In the latter case, let v = (e , e , e ). Then, v can be split at most twice: ord
where v , is the new distinguished vertex, with the condition that f, f is not a separating edge. One of these possibilities gives (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) . In both cases, σ(Γ ὔ , v ὔ , ϕ ὔ , ord ὔ ) is a face of one or two simplices of dimension g + p − . Hence, every point of σ(Γ ὔ , v ὔ , ϕ ὔ , ord ὔ ) either has a neighborhood homeomorphic to ℝ g+ p− or it is a point in the boundary of ord g,p with a neighborhood homeomorphic to a half-space of ℝ g+ p− . If σ(Γ ὔὔ , v ὔὔ , ϕ ὔὔ , ord ὔὔ ) has dimension k < g + p − , then σ(Γ ὔὔ , v ὔὔ , ϕ ὔὔ , ord ὔὔ ) is a face of at least two di erent simplices of dimension g + p − . Hence, the boundary has dimension g + p − . Now, suppose that σ(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) is a simplex of ord g,p of dimension k < g + p − . Notice that σ (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) is a face of simplices of dimension g + p − . These simplices are obtained by splitting v where v ∈ V(Γ), v ̸ = v and |v * |≥ , and splitting v if |v * |≥ with the restriction that we are not producing separating edges. Let σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) and σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) be two di erent simplices of dimension g + p − which have σ(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) as a face. We want to prove that there exist a sequence of ( g + p − )dimensional simplices such that every simplex in the sequence has σ(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) as a face and we can go from one simplex in the sequence to the next one by collapsing an edge and splitting of the only possible vertex in the only possible way. Since our sequence stars with σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) and terminates with σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ), we will have proved that every point in σ(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) has a neighborhood homeomorphic to either ℝ g+ p− or a half-space of ℝ g+ p− .
For i = , , we obtain Γ by collapsing a subforest F i of Γ i . Notice that the number of edges of F equals the number of edges of F and the edges of E(Γ i ) − E(F i ), i = , , can be identi ed with edges of E(Γ). We proceed by induction on the number of edges of F . The case |E(F )|= has already been proved and we suppose |E(F )|≥ .
Collapsing
If |v * | = r, then the anti-image of v under Γ i → Γ, i = , , is a subtree with r − edges. Since F has two or more edges, either F has two connected components or F has a subtree with two or more edges.
Suppose F has two connected components. Let T , T ὔ be two connected components of F and v, v ὔ their image under Γ → Γ. Let T , T ὔ be the anti-image of v, v ὔ under Γ → Γ. Recall that every edge of Γ can be identi ed with an edge of Γ and an edge of Γ . Let Γ be Γ where we replace T ὔ by T ὔ according to Γ . Replacing every connected component of F by the corresponding connected component of F we obtain Γ . Since Γ has no separating edges, we see that Γ has no separating edges. Let F = F ∪ T ὔ − T ὔ . Then, we obtain Γ from Γ by collapsing F . Hence, (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) is a face of (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ). If we collapse F − T from Γ we obtain the same graph that we would obtain if we collapse F − T from Γ . By induction, there exists a sequence of ( g + p − )-dimensional simplices from (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) to (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) as desired. If we collapse F − T ὔ from Γ we obtain the same graph that we would obtain if we collapse F − T ὔ from Γ . By induction, there exists a sequence of ( g + p − )-dimensional simplices from (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) to (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) as desired. Concatenating these two sequences we obtain the desired sequence from (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) to (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ).
Suppose F has a subtree T with at least two edges. Let v ∈ V(Γ) be the image of T under Γ → Γ and T the anti-image of v under Γ → Γ. Let also ord(v * ) = (e , e , . . . , e r ). Recall that each e k , ≤ k ≤ r, can be identi ed with an edge of Γ and an edge of Γ .
If v = v , let g ∈ E(T ) and g ∈ E(T ). Notice that T − {g } has two connected components. Therefore, there exists ≤ l ≤ r − such that the edges e , e , . . . , e l are incident to one of these components and the edges e l+ , e l+ , . . . , e r are incident to the other component. Similarly, T − {g } has two connected components. Therefore, there exists ≤ m ≤ r − such that the edges e , e , . . . , e m are incident to one of these components and the edges e m+ , e m+ , . . . , e r are incident the other component. We collapse all edges of F i − {g i }, i = , , and we obtain the graphs Γ ὔ i , i = , . Notice that Γ ὔ has vertices with orders (e , e , . . . , e l , g ) and (g , e l+ , . . . , e r ), and Γ ὔ has vertices with orders (e , e , . . . , e m , g ) and (g , e m+ , . . . , e r ). If l = m, then Γ ὔ can be identi ed with Γ ὔ and we are done by induction. If l ̸ = m, we can assume that l < m. Then, we can split the vertex (g , e l+ , . . . , e r ) of Γ ὔ as (g , e l+ , . . . , e m , g ) and (g , e m+ , . . . , e r ), and we can split the vertex (e , e , . . . , e m , g ) of Γ ὔ as (e , e , . . . , e l , g ) and (g , e l+ , . . . , e m , g ). After the splittings, we obtain two graphs that can be identi ed and have (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) as a face. Hence, we are done by induction.
If v ̸ = v , since |E(T )| ≥ , we can assume that r ≥ and e ̸ = e , e r− ̸ = e r . Let v i ∈ V(T i ) be such that e ∈ v * i , i = , . Let also ord(v * ) = (e , f , g ) and suppose that g = e r ∈ E(Γ). Then, f ∈ E(T ) and let v ὔ ∈ V(T ) be such that f ∈ (v ὔ ) * . Collapse f and split the obtained graph in the only possible way to obtain a graph Γ di erent from Γ . Since e ̸ = e , e r− ̸ = e r , we can conclude that Γ does not have separating edges. Let v ∈ V(Γ ) be such that e ∈ v * . Then, v * = (e , f ὔ , g ὔ ), where g ὔ ∉ E(Γ). If we collapse f ∈ E(Γ ) and g ὔ ∈ E(Γ ) we obtain the same graph. Hence, Γ and Γ are related by collapsing an edge and splitting a vertex in the only possible way. On the other hand, simplices σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) and σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) have σ(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) as a face. Our sequence starts with σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ), σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ). Hence, replacing σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) by σ(Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ), we can assume that v * = (e , f , g ), where g ∈ E(T ). Similarly, we can assume that v * = (e , f , g ), where g ∈ E(T ). Now, the argument for v = v can be applied.
We de ne a spine homologous to the spine S n of n .
De nition . . We de ne a simplicial complex ordS g,p as follows. For every simplex of ord g,p , there exists a vertex of ordS g,p , and i + vertices of ordS g,p span an i-dimensional simplex if the simplices of g,p corresponding to these vertices of ordS g,p form a sequence where each one is a face of the next one.
Remark . . The dimension of ordS g,p is the maximum number of edges of a subtree of a graph Γ where (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) is a vertex of ordS g,p . Since such a graph Γ can have at most g + p − vertices, ordS g,p has dimension g + p − .
Proposition . ([ , Proposition . ] ). The Auter space n is contractible.
Hatcher and Vogtmann proved [ , Proposition . ] by using sphere complexes. We want to prove that ord g,p and ordS g,p are contractible. It is not clear how to transfer to the context of fat graphs the context of sphere complexes. On the other hand, the proof of Culler and Vogtmann [ ] that the Outer space is contractible can be applied to ord g,p .
De nition . . A rose is a graph Γ such that V(Γ) has a single element. We say that (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) ∈ ordS g,p and (Γ, v , ϕ) ∈ S n are roses if Γ is a rose.
We de ne the star of a rose (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) ∈ ordS g,p (resp. (Γ, v , ϕ) ∈ S n ) as the subcomplex spanned by vertices of ordS g,p (resp. S n ) which are connected to (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) (resp. (Γ, v , ϕ) ) by an edge. We denote the star of (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) by st(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) (resp. we denote the star of (Γ, v , ϕ) by st (Γ, v , ϕ) ).
Remark . . Let (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) ∈ ordS g,p be a rose. A vertex of ordS g,p , (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ), lies in st(Γ, v , ϕ, ord) if and only if Γ can be obtained from Γ by collapsing a maximal subtree and ϕ , ord are induced by ord, ϕ and this maximal subtree. Similarly for a rose (Γ, v , ϕ) ∈ S n and a vertex (Γ , v , , ϕ ) ∈ S n .
The arguments in [ ] can be transferred to ord g,p and n as follows: (a) The simplicial complex ordS g,p is a deformation retraction of ord g,p as long as S n is a deformation retraction of n . Hence, it is enough to prove that ordS g,p and S n are contractible. (b) The simplicial complex ordS g,p is the union of its stars as long as S n is the union of its star. All stars of n are homeomorphic. This is not true for ord g,p . Hence, the rst sentence of [ , Gertrude Stein Lemma . . ] holds for ord g,p , but the second sentence does not hold for ord g,p . (c) For a set W of conjugacy words of F g,p, or F n , the function | ⋅ | W can be de ned for ordS g,p and S n .
Notice that W is independent of the roses. (d) Let (Γ, v ) be a rose. A Whitehead move for (Γ, v , ϕ) ∈ S n is a sequence of splitting v and collapsing one of the edges. A Whitehead move for (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) ∈ ordS g,p has the additional condition that splitting v has to respect ord(v = , otherwise they are compatible. Notice that if ideal edges i, j of ordS g,p exists, then ideal edges i ∩ j, i ∩ j, i ∩ j and i ∩ j = (i ∪ j) exist. With this comment, [ , Sections . -. and -] can be applied to ordS g,p .
(g) Notice that ordS g,p and S n are simply connected. This can be proved as in the remark after the proof of [ , Proposition . . ]. (h) The contractibility of ordS g,p and S n can be deduced as the contractibility of the Outer space. By a standard result on geometric realization of posets (see [ ]) and since the star of a rose is the geometric realization of a poset with a unique minimal element, we can conclude that a star of a rose is contractible. The set of roses of ordS g,p and S n can be ordered with respect to | ⋅ | W . By preceding results, it can be proved that the intersection of a rose with the union of the stars of all smaller roses with respect to | ⋅ | W , is contractible. Finally, choosing W properly, there exists a unique minimal rose with respect to | ⋅ | W .
The degree theorem
Recall that π (Γ, v ) ≃ F n .
Let (Γ, v , ϕ) be a point of n and let (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) be a point of ord g,p . We de ne the degree of (Γ, v , ϕ) and the degree of (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) as the degree of (Γ, v ).
To see the equivalence of the two de nitions see [ , p. ].
Remark . . From the rst de nition of the degree of (Γ, v ), we see that when we collapse an edge of Γ which is not incident with v the degree is preserved and when we collapse an edge of Γ which is incident with v the degree decreases. Hence, graphs of degree at most i de ne a subcomplex of n and ord g,p .
De nition . . Let i be the subcomplex of n de ned by points (Γ, v , ϕ) of n of degree at most i. Let ord i be the subcomplex of ord g,p de ned by points (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) of ord g,p of degree at most i. (Γ, v , ϕ) . The main di culty at this stage is to see that the perturbation of f can be extended properly to faces of σ (Γ, v , ϕ) . Recall that (Remark . ) the di erence between n and ord g,p is that some splittings which are allowed in n , they are not allowed in ord g,p . Since this perturbation is performed inside open simplices, the perturbation do not perform new splittings and all these arguments can be applied to ord g,p .
Stage has two homotopies called canonical splitting and sliding in the ϵ-cones. A metric graph (Γ, v ) with a distinguished vertex has a height function, where the height of x ∈ Γ is the distance from x to v . A point x ∈ Γ is said to be critical if there are two paths from x to v realizing the height of x and these paths are di erent in a neighborhood of x.
Canonical splitting is a procedure of collapsing an edge whose upper vertex is not a critical point. Hence, canonical splitting de nes a homotopy which sends the image of f contained in σ (Γ, v , ϕ) to a face of σ (Γ, v , ϕ) . Again, by Remark . , these arguments can be transferred to ord g,p .
Sliding ϵ-cones splits a vertex. Hence, we move from σ (Γ, v , ϕ) to a simplex which has σ(Γ, v , ϕ) as a face. Here it needs to be checked if we can transfer that move to ord g,p . Sliding in the ϵ-cones splits a vertex which is a critical point. Sliding in the ϵ-cones is performed in order to obtain graphs where there are as few as possible edges whose lower vertex is a critical point. The arguments to perform a sliding in the ϵ-cones are based on general position theory on manifolds. In particular, two subspaces of dimension i and e s such that e s > i can be perturbed to be disjoint in an ambient space of dimension at least e s . There are no other restrictions on sliding in the ϵ-cones. Hence, splittings realized by slidings in the ϵ-cones can be performed in ord g,p and we have the following theorem.
Theorem . . A piecewise linear map f : B i → ord g,p is homotopic to a map f : B i → ord i by a homotopy f t during which the degree decreases monotonically, that is, if t < t , then the degree of f t (s) is equal to or smaller than the degree of f t (s) for all s ∈ B i .
We can transfer the results about n from [ ] to the results about ord g,p Corollary . ([ , Corollary . ] ). The pair ( n , i ) is i-connected. Equivalently, since n is contractible,
Corollary . . The pair (ord n , ord i ) is i-connected. Equivalently, since ord n is contractible, ord i is (i − )-connected.
De nition . . Let S i be the subcomplex of n spanned by vertices (Γ, v , ϕ) of S n of degree at most i.
Let ordS i be the subcomplex of ordS g,p spanned by vertices (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) of ordS g,p of degree at most i.
Remark . . Since S n ⊆ n and ordS g,p ⊆ ord g,p , we can conclude that S i = i ∩ S n and also ordS i = ord i ∩ ordS g,p .
If (Γ, v ) has degree i, then by the second de nition of the degree, V(Γ) − {v } has at most i elements, all of valence . Hence, V(Γ) has i + elements and a maximal subtree of Γ has i edges. Thus, S i and ordS i are i-dimensional and E(Γ) has n + i elements. Recall that n = g + p. Hence, i and ord i are (n + i − )dimensional and ( g + p + i − )-dimensional, respectively.
Since S i is a deformation retract of i and ordS i is a deformation retract of ord i , by Corollary . and Corollary . , we have the following theorems.
Theorem . . The subcomplex S i is i-dimensional and (i − )-connected. In particular, S is a simplyconnected -complex.
Theorem . . The subcomplex ordS i is i-dimensional and (i − )-connected. In particular, ordS is a simply-connected -complex.
The action of AM g,p, on ordS g,p
Recall that Aut(F n ) acts on n and S n by "changing" the markings, i.e., for every φ ∈ Aut(F n ) we de ne φ ⋅ (Γ, v , ϕ) = (Γ, v , φ ∘ ϕ). The quotient complex Aut(F n )\S n is nite (see [ , Section ] and [ , Section ] . The stabilizer of a vertex of S n by this action is a nite group which permutes some edges and invert some edge orientations.
De nition . . The group AM g,p, acts on ord g,p and ordS g,p by changing the marking, that is, for
Remarks . . Since the quotient map ordS g,p → AM g,p, \ordS g,p with (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) → (Γ, v , ord) "forgets" the marking, we can represent vertices of AM g,p, \ordS g,p by -tuples (Γ, v , ord) such that w(Γ, v , ord) has p conjugacy classes. Let (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) ∈ ordS g,p and let T be a maximal subtree of Γ. An edge e ∈ E(Γ) − E(T) such that e ∈ v * and e ∈ v * can be identi ed with an element g e of π (Γ, v ) which goes from v to v inside T, goes through e and goes from v to v inside T. Since ϕ : π (Γ, v ) → F g,p, is completely determined by the image of a base of π (Γ, v ) and {g e | e ∈ E(Γ) − E(T)} is a base of π (Γ, v ), we can represent (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) by labeling every edge e ∈ E(Γ) − E(T) with ϕ(g e ).
Let (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ), (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) ∈ ordS g,p and let
be bijective maps such that (a) h = (h v , h e ) is a map between graphs with a distinguished vertex, i.e., v , = h v (v , ) and h e (e ) = h e (e ) for every e ∈ E(Γ ). h e ) preserves the orders, that is, if v ∈ V(Γ ) and v * = (e , e , . . . , e k ), then we have that h v (v ) * = (h e (e ), h e (e ), . . . , h e (e k )). Let T be a maximal subtree of Γ and T its image under h v , h e . Then, the vertices (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) and (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) are equal if and only if for every e ∈ E(Γ ) − E(T ) the label ϕ (g e ) of e is equal to the label ϕ (g h e (e ) ) of h e (e ) ∈ E(Γ ) − E(T ).
Suppose that (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) and (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ) are equal. Then, ϕ ∘ ϕ − ∈ AM g,p is in the stabilizer of (Γ , v , , ϕ , ord ). By condition (a) above, v , = h v (v , ). If v * , = (e , e , . . . , e k ),
). Hence, h v (e ), . . . , h v (e k ) are completely determined by conditions (a) and (c) above. If e ∈ v * , then h e (e ) = h e (e ) ∈ h v (v ) * . Hence, h v (v ) is completely determined by h e (e ) and conditions (a) and (b) above. If v = (e , e , , . . . , e ,k ), then we have that h v (v ) * = (h e (e ), h e (e , ), . . . , h e (e ,k ). Hence, h e (e , ), . . . , h e (e ,k ) are completely determined by h v (v ), h e (e ) and condition (c) above. Since Γ is connected, we see that if h v , h e exist, then they are unique. Thus, ϕ ∘ ϕ − is the identity and we have proved the following Lemma.
Lemma . . The group AM g,p, acts freely on ord g,p . Hence, AM g,p, is isomorphic to the fundamental group of AM g,p, \ordS g,p .
The algorithm
Recall that n = g + p. Armstrong, Forrest and Vogtmann [ ] found a presentation of Aut(F n ) as follows. The action of Aut(F n ) on S n restricts to an action on S = ∩ S n . By Theorem . , S is a simplyconnected -dimensional complex. Then, a result of Brown [ ] gives a presentation of Aut(F n ). We apply the same strategy to AM g,p, . The action of AM g,p, on ordS g,p restricts to an action of AM g,p, on ordS = ord ∩ ordS g,p . By Lemma . , AM g,p, acts freely on ordS . Hence, AM g,p, is isomorphic to the fundamental group of AM g,p, \ordS . The algorithm we give in this section is based on computing a presentation for the fundamental group of AM g,p, \ordS . Our strategy is standard: generators are edges of the -skeleton of AM g,p \ordS and relations are given by a maximal subtree in the -skeleton of AM g,p, \ordS and by adjoining -cells.
Lemma . . The simplicial complexes ordS g,p and S n have the structure of a cube complex.
Proof. Let (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) be a vertex of ordS g,p and F a forest of Γ with i edges, say E(F) = {e , e , . . . , e i }.
Then, (Γ, v , ϕ, ord), F and e < e < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < e i de ne an i-dimensional simplex of ordS g,p spanned by vertices (Γ ὔ , v ὔ , ϕ ὔ , ord ὔ ) which can be obtained from (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) by collapsing a subforest F ὔ of F such that if e k ∈ E(F ὔ ), then e , e , . . . , e k− ∈ E(F ὔ ). On the other hand, (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) and F de ne an i-dimensional cube spanned by vertices (Γ ὔ , v ὔ , ϕ ὔ , ord ὔ ) which can be obtained from (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) by collapsing a subforest F ὔ of F. The same argument can be applied to S n .
In particular, ordS is a -dimensional complex where -cells are squares. Our algorithm uses this cube complex structure of ordS . By Remark . , vertices of AM g,p, \ordS are -tuples (Γ, v , ord) such that w(Γ, v , ord) has p conjugacy classes and Γ has degree at most . If (Γ, v ) has degree , then Γ has, at most, non-distinguished vertices.
De nition . . Let L g,p be a list of vertices (Γ, v , ord) of AM g,p, \ordS such that Γ has two non-distinguished vertices.
Notation . . Let (Γ, v ) be a degree graph with two non-distinguished vertices. We x the following notation: V(Γ) = {v , v , v } and E(Γ) = {e , e , . . . , e n+ }.
Notice that Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+ acts on E(Γ) ∪ E(Γ) respecting the involution " ", that is, ge = ge for e ∈ E(Γ), and g ∈ Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+ .
Let z = (Γ, v , ord) be an element of L g,p . We construct a tree T(z) as follows. There exists a vertex z of T(z). Let e i be an edge of Γ which can be collapsed, that is, e i is not a loop. When we collapse e i we have a quotient -tuple z i = (Γ i , v i , ord i ). There exists a vertex z i of T(z) and an edge ze i of T(z) from z to z i . Let e i j be an edge of Γ i which is not a loop. When we collapse e i j in Γ i we have a quotient -tuple z (i,j) = (Γ (i,j) , v (i, j) , ord (i,j) ). There exists a vertex z (i,j) of T(z) and an edge ze i e j from z i to z (i,j) . We repeat this process for ordered pairs of edges (e i , e j ) of every maximal subtrees of Γ. There exists a map ψ : ⋃ z∈L g,p T(z) → AM g,p, \ordS , which sends vertices to vertices and edges to edges. Such a map is exhaustive but not injective. Notice that Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+ acts on ⋃ z∈L g,p T(z). Two vertices z i , z i or z i , j , z i , j are in the same Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+orbit if there exist h v and h e as in Remark . . In this case, h e is an element of Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+ such that z i = h e z i or z (i , j ) = h e z (i , j ) . Two edges z e i e j , z e i e j are in the same Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+ -orbit if there exists g ∈ Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+ such that z i = gz i and e i j = ge i j . The -skeleton of AM g,p, \ordS (as a cube complex) is identi ed via ψ with (Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+ )\(⋃ z∈L g,p T(z)). For every edge ze i e j of T(z), we have a maximal subtree T of Γ such that E(T) = {e i , e j }, which can be collapsed either by rst collapsing e i and then collapsing e j or by rst collapsing e j and then collapsing e i . Hence, there exist vertices z, z i , z j , z (i,j) , z (j,i) and edges ze i , ze j , ze j e i , ze i e j of ⋃ z∈L g,p T(z). Notice that the vertices z (i,j) and z (j,i) are in the same Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+orbit. We have a -cell in AM g,p, \ordS with boundary ze i ⋅ ze i e j ⋅ ze j e i ⋅ ze j . We summarize generators and relations for AM g,p, .
Theorem . . The group AM g,p, has a presentation with set of generators ze i , ze j , ze i e j , ze j e i , where z = (Γ, v , ord) ranges over L g,p and {e i , e j } = E(T), and T ranges over the set of maximal subtrees of Γ.
• Choose a maximal subtree of (Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+ )\(⋃ z∈L g,p T(z)). Edges of this maximal subtree are declared to be the identity. • There is a relation z e i e j = z e i e j if z i = gz i and e i j = ge i j for some g ∈ Sym n+ ⋉ C ×n+ . • There is a relation ze i ⋅ ze i e j = ze j ⋅ ze j e i for every generator ze i e j .
Remark . . Let z = (Γ, v , ord) ∈ L g,p . One, and only one, of the following cases holds: (a) There exists edges e, f ∈ E(Γ) ∪ E(Γ) with e ̸ = f, f such that e, f ∈ v * and e, f ∈ v * . In this case, we have n = g + p ≥ . (b) There exists one, and only one, edge e ∈ E(Γ) ∪ E(Γ) such that e ∈ v * and e ∈ v * . In this case, we have n = g + p ≥ . (c) For every e ∈ E(Γ), either e ∈ v * or e ∈ v * . In this case, we have n = g + p ≥ .
Suppose v * = (f , f , . . . , f n− ). We say that f k is the rightmost loop of z = (Γ, v , ord) if f k is a loop and f k+ , f k+ , . . . , f n− are not loops. We say that (Γ r , v r, , ord r ) is obtained from z = (Γ, v , ord) ∈ L g,p by adding a rightmost loop if V(Γ r ) = V(Γ), E(Γ r ) = E(Γ) ∪ {e n+ } and ord((v r, ) * ) = (f , f , . . . , f j , e n+ , f j+ , . . . , f k , e n+ , f k+ , . . . , f n− ),
where f k+ , f k+ , . . . , f n− are not loops. By Lemma . , either (Γ r , v r, , ord r ) ∈ L g,p+ or (Γ r , v r, , ord r ) ∈ L g+ ,p− .
Hence, we can compute L g,p as follows, where it is understood that L − ,p and L g,− are the empty list: (i) For n = , L g,p has a unique element as (a) above.
(ii) For n = , L g,p has elements as (b) above and elements obtained from L g,p− , L g− ,p+ by adding a rightmost loop. (iii) For n = , L g,p has elements as (c) above and elements obtained from L g,p− , L g− ,p+ by adding a rightmost loop. (iv) For n ≥ , all elements of L g,p are obtained from L g,p− , L g− ,p+ by adding a rightmost loop.
To simplify notation, we will write z = (Γ, v , ord) ∈ L g,p where V(Γ) = {v , v , v }, E(Γ) = {e , e , . . . , e n+ } and v * = (f , f , . . . , f n− ), v * = (f n− , f n , f n+ ), v * = (f n+ , f n+ , f n+ )
as z = (f , f , . . . , f n− ); (f n− , f n , f n+ ), (f n+ , f n+ , f n+ ).
For example, L , = z = (e , e ); (e , e , e ), (e , e , e ) , L , = z = (e , e ); (e , e , e ), (e , e , e ) , L , = z = (e , e , e , e ); (e , e , e ), (e , e , e ), z = (e , e , e , e ); (e , e , e ), (e , e , e ), z = (e , e , e , e ); (e , e , e ), (e , e , e ), z = (e , e , e , e ); (e , e , e ), (e , e , e ), z = (e , e , e , e ); (e , e , e ), (e , e , e ), z = (e , e , e , e ); (e , e , e ), (e , e , e ) .
Note that |L g,p | grows very fast as n = g + p grows. For g = , we have |L , | = , |L , | = , |L , | = , |L , | = , |L , | = . For g = , we have |L , | = , |L , | = , |L , | = , |L , | = . For g = , we have |L , | = , |L , | = . For g = , we have |L , | = . Notice that the generators ze i and ze i e j of AM g,p, can be realized as elements of Aut(F g,p, ) by choosing a base point (Γ, v , ϕ, ord) ∈ ordS , extending ϕ to all vertices of AM g,p, \ordS according to the chosen maximal subtree of AM g,p, \ordS and Remark . . Acknowledgment: The author is grateful to Warren Dicks for introducing him to algebraic mapping class groups and to Luis Paris for his advices during a post-doc in Dijon. The article has been bene ted by the anonymous referee's remarks.
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